—ICOMOS ISCS MEETING—

November 29, 2019. 13:00-17:00
Place: meeting room 501 at KIK-IRPA,
Jubelpark 1, 1000 Brussels, Belgium,

TIME SCHEDULE

13:00 - 13:30 Welcome with coffee and intro of KIK-IRPA
13:30 - 15:30 General meeting
   ① Salt extraction by poulticing in the archaeological site of Coudenberg (Sebastiaan Godts)
   ② Stone weathering experiments with X-ray CT
       at UGCT to illustrate the use of CT for rocks. (Tim De Kock)
   ③ Update of the ICOMOS GA Marrakech (Tim De Kock)
   ④ How the Swedish National Heritage Board is working with stone and sustainability
       (Helen Simonsson)
   ⑤ RILEM TC ASC (salt crystallisation test) with the ISCS Stone atlas (Rob van Hees)
15:30 - 16:30 visit of surrounding monuments (Jubelpark) (Guide: Francis Tourneur)
16:30 - 17:30 visit of KIK-IRPA Monuments Lab and Stone Atelier (Guide: Judy De Roy)

If you wish to attend this meeting, please contact the following e-mail address.
Takeshi Ishizaki, (President of ICOMOS ISCS): ishizaki.takeshi@aga.tuad.ac.jp
Sebastiaan Godts, (voting member of Belgium): sebastiaan.godts@kikirpa.be

Contact person Belgium: